WHO WE ARE

❤️ Sigma Kappa was founded in 1874 at Colby College.

❤️ Our chapter holds women with over 30 different majors from over 29 different states!

❤️ Our chapter has been the #1 fundraiser in the upstate for Alzheimer’s research for the last 5 years!

❤️ Nicknames are SK and SigKap

❤️ Colors are maroon and lavender

Symbols are the dove and the heart
Sigma Kappa has five philanthropies that spell out “SIGMA”

❤️ Sigma Kappa Foundation
❤️ Inherit the Earth
❤️ Gerontontology
❤️ Maine Seacoast Mission
❤️ Alzheimer’s Association

Last year, our chapter was the top fundraising Sigma Kappa chapter, raising over $67,000 at the AlZ Walk for Alzheimer’s research!
PHILANTHROPY

EVENTS

Some of our main events are...

• Alzheimer’s Walk: Each Fall, we raise money and walk for a cure!

• Sigma Spike Ball Tournament: Teams fight for a cure... and to be our annual champion!

• Silent DiSKo: Ticketed rave-style dance downtown with headphones provided for each guest to listen to their own tunes!

But that’s not all!
We also have...

Let’s Taco Bout Alz Chipotle Sale
• Greek Family Feud Game Night
• Valentine’s Carnation Sale on Campus
• Adopt-A-Highway Clean Up
• AND SO MANY MORE!!!
Our events include shag dances, formals, date functions, ticketed events, Greek community socials, and retreats to hang out with your sisters! SK is proud to hold various sisterhood events almost every week of the school year. We believe that bonding with your sisters is one of the best parts of going Greek!

SISTERHOOD EVENTS

• Spring Formal
• Semi-Formal
• Sweet Home Sigma Kappa
• Violet Ball
• Sisterhood Retreat
• Big Little Reveal
• Valentine’s Cocktail
• Christmas Cocktail
• Sisterhood Snack and Dinners
• SKuad Group Dates
AND MORE!!!
Our four core values are so important to our identity as Sigma Kappas!
Chapter members must have a 3.0 GPA.

Members who achieve a GPA over 3.7 can attend a scholarship banquet each semester with awards and gifts!

Philanthropy and service are important aspects of our sisterhood. Because of that, we ask that each member contributes 6 hours of service for our philanthropies and contributes 6 hours of service to other causes, as well! Since we have five philanthropies and partner with so many other Greek organizations, service hours are easy to come by!

We also ask that our members live by our four core values each day!
Social Media
@Skclemson
Website
clemson.sigmakappa.org

Officer Contacts
President:
Maggie Harvey
skkppresident@gmail.com
803-627-0807

VP of Membership:
Hailey Longstreet
skclemsonrecruitment@gmail.com
908-400-3614